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7

FIT3D Toolbox

During the previous chapters we have explored the world of urban 3D reconstruction

and modeling. Along this path we had the opportunity to review the most relevant

articles in the field and tasted some of the discrepancies in the choice of methods and

tools among the different authors. The lack of a global framework hampers researchers

to develop and test their specific techniques in a global context. This missing component

motivated the creation of FIT3D, a Matlab implementation of the first 5 steps of the

reconstruction pipeline (see Figure 7.1) as it was discussed in Chapter 4. It aims at

bridging the gap between fields, providing a unifying framework. FIT3D is a highly

flexible Toolbox built for Matlab. The basic functionality provided is based on well

founded research, which has been presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

We built FIT3D with education and research in mind, not providing an ultra efficient

implementation for 3D reconstruction but rather a comprehensible guiding tool for stu-

dents and scientists. The toolbox consists of a large number of independent Matlab

functions written in a clear fashion, containing a large amount of inline comments. Ref-

erences to the original methods are provided within the code, which is equation friendly

(operations and variable names follow the same equation structure as the original pa-

pers). In our spirit of integration and distribution, we provide example scripts and data

sets for every of the five steps as well as the integration with related projects. Of course

sometimes implementing readable code that is also efficient and generic is a difficult

task.

FIT3D is a selfcontained Toolbox. We have not implemented all the required algorithms,

in particular for image feature extraction and matching, but provide the necessary ones
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7. FIT3D TOOLBOX

as external packages. All external packages provided are distributed under some form

of Open Source license.

In this Chapter we put FIT3D into a global perspective, comparing with some of the

alternatives and discussing how FIT3D completes their shortcomings. We explore some

of the tasks that can be accomplished with little effort and finally conclude with some

pointers to future versions of the toolbox.

Figure 7.1: 3D modeling pipeline. Some well known alternatives for each step are pointed
out.

7.1 Related work

In recent years the literature on 3D reconstruction has grown considerably, as was

presented in Chapter 3. Along with these papers, a number of tools or software packages

have been made available to the research community, and in some cases, to the general

public. However, these packages are either very specific to the task at hand or are

enclosed in a format that makes integration with novel techniques virtually impossible.
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7.1 Related work

7.1.1 Photo Tourism and Bundler

Photo Tourism [64] (see Chapter 3) is one of the most well known programs available.

It provides a sparse 3D reconstruction from a set of unordered images of the same scene.

The techniques used for estimating the relative pose between the images are well known

and are also available in a more scientific package called Bundler [64]. Bundler is built

in C++ for efficiency and it takes a collection of images, image features and image

matches as input and produces a colored sparse 3D point cloud. The initial camera pa-

rameters are taken from the Exif (Exchangeable Image File format) data, which must

be available, and the procedure relies mostly on solving a large optimization problem.

This optimization step is performed with a modified version of the Sparse Bundle Ad-

justment of Lourakis and Argyros [22]. Bundler is implemented using optimized C and

C++ coding for improved performance, which makes the integration with alternative

algorithms somewhat complex and tedious. FIT3D presents a number of advantages

using novel pose estimation techniques and refinement procedures. Rather than fo-

cusing on solving a problem in a black box approach we implement an efficient linear

pipeline for robust pose estimation. Additionally, FIT3D provides a set of basic tools

to primitive fitting and texture generation as discussed in Chapter 4.

7.1.2 Hartley and Zisserman

The book by Hartley and Zisserman [1] is one of the most relevant references in the

field of multiple view geometry and Structure From Motion (SFM). With the second

edition they provide some Matlab code to perform a number of operations. However the

number of functions is very limited, with a scarce amount of inline comments and only

a handful of example scripts. No full 3D models can be obtained from the raw material

they provide. FIT3D is similar to this in that the functions perform very specific tasks

and are coded in Matlab. Additionally, it provides a larger number of functions with

more comprehensive inline comments and references. Data sets and example scripts are

also provided. We showed in Chapter 2 that we follow Hartley and Zisserman’s general

conventions, therefore integrating the functions provided by them is possible without

much effort.
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7. FIT3D TOOLBOX

7.1.3 Peter Kovesi

Peter Kovesi [65] also provides a number of Matlab functions for both image processing,

multiple view geometry and model fitting. The inline code provided by Kovesi is very

generous in the input/output/example structure but somewhat short in some of the

inner workings of the functions. No examples scripts are provided. FIT3D overlaps

with Kovesi’s work in the area of model fitting and projective geometry. FIT3D extends

Kovesi’s work in that it is focused on the full process of 3D reconstruction and provides

full examples on the use of the Toolbox.

With respect to the integration to other packages, FIT3D is fully compatible with the

Camera Calibration Toolbox of Bouguet [32]. We also provide integration with the

SIFT implementation provided by Lowe [5], the open source VLFeat [8], the 5-point

algorithm from Nister [34] and PMVS2 [66] through a set of interface functions.

7.2 Some Functionalities of FIT3D

In this section we briefly explore some of the tasks in visual geometry that can be easily

accomplished using FIT3D. Except semantic modeling of Chapter 6, all steps required

for obtaining a 3D model as we presented them in chapters 4 and 5 can be performed

using the Toolbox. For each of the examples provided below, a short introduction is

provided along with the results and the few lines of Matlab function calls required to

achieve them.

7.2.1 Radial Distortion from Straight Lines

As we discussed in Chapter 4, in our work we employ the camera calibration toolbox

from Bouguet [32] using Zhang method [31]. This calibration also provides the radial

distortion parameters. However, since the inverse radial distortion model is also useful,

FIT3D provides the means to calculate the radial distortion from the distorted image

to the undistorted image by means of selecting a set of straight lines in an image.

After these lines are selected, the model up to fifth order is calculated and the image is

corrected. This is useful when it is not possible to calibrate the camera based on known

geometry patterns, for instance in traffic cameras where it would be difficult to visit all

locations to record the pattern.
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7.2 Some Functionalities of FIT3D

We begin with a distorted image of a street where 3 supposedly straight lines are selected

by indicating 3 points on each (see figure 7.2). From this information the distortion pa-

rameters are computed using a linear optimization procedure to maximize the straight-

ness of the lines after compensation. Finally the image is corrected. For increased

accuracy more lines can be selected and then nonlinear optimization is employed.

Results are shown in figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: LEFT: distorted image of a street where lines that are straight in real life can
be seen. Three of those straight lines consisting of three points are selected and can be seen
in red. RIGHT: the selected lines are used to compute the radial distortion parameters
which are then used to undistorted the original image resulting in the undistorted image
of the street.

» [distParams,undistImg] = getRadialDistortion(’street.jpg’,3,3);

7.2.2 Simple Visual Geometry Through Homography

An excellent way to start understanding visual geometry and camera pose estimation

is by understanding the homographic transformation. A homographic transformation,

in terms of camera pose, is that in which the camera does not translate but only rotate
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7. FIT3D TOOLBOX

around a vertical axis through the focal point. This is a simplification over the more

general case of motion where translation occurs. Estimating the homography between

two images allows us to stitch them together to form a panoramic image. Solving the

homography involves establishing a set of corresponding points in the images. This is

achieved using VLFeat feature detector and matching algorithm.

The stitchPano function will stitch two images by selecting corresponding features and

calculating the homography. This procedure can be chained to sequentially stitch more

images. Results of stitching 4 images are shown in figure 7.3.

» [panoramic,H] = stitchImages(’ind1.jpg’,’ind2.jpg’,0.4);

» imshow(panoramic);

Figure 7.3: TOP: 4 input images of a mountain view in Switzerland. BOTTOM: stitched
images after computation of the image-to-image homography. Vertical lines visible on
the right side of the image are caused by two factors: slight differences in the automatic
camera setup due to changing conditions when measuring the light in every image; the
camera translating slightly on every image instead of only rotation.
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7.2.3 General Camera Motion and Outlier Removal

A more general camera motion where translation also occurs can be estimated through

the fundamental matrix F . Finding a set of corresponding points and using the 8-

point algorithm, the trajectory of a camera can be estimated. This follows precisely

the choices we made regarding the reconstruction pipeline as discussed in Chapter 4.

RANSAC is used to remove outliers in the set of feature matches and Horn’s method

to obtain the camera position P from the fundamental matrix. Results are shown in

figure 7.4, where the motion of a camera is estimated based on 57 images that record

an urban scene.

Figure 7.4: TOP: 3 views of a street out of 57 images taken the camera roughly point-
ing towards the buildings. BOTTOM: Top view of the camera positions (in red) and
reconstruction of the SIFT features used to compute the poses.

» [F,inliers] = ransacF(X1,X2,K);

» Pall = getCameraMatrix(F);

» X1i = X1(inliers,:);

» X2i = X2(inliers,:);

» P = getCorrectCameraMatrix(X1i,X2i);
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7.2.4 Linear Scale Estimation

In Chapter 5 we discussed how the estimation of motion based only on image features

introduces the local scale problem. We provided one linear solution that requires only

one 2D-3D correspondence and an optimal solution for when more evidence is present.

The accurate estimation of the local scale is essential in order to reduce the drift in

camera motion in large reconstructions.

For this example, we have 3 estimated camera poses P1, P2 and P3 along with 3-frame

image feature correspondences X1, X2 and X3. The first camera is at the origin (P1 =

[I|0]) and the other to cameras positions are calculated on a frame-to-frame basis using

Image-to-Image feature matches. We triangulate the image features between cameras

P1 and P2, resulting in the set of space points X3D. The scale of the third camera is

computed linearly as described in Chapter 5. The small difference in camera position

shown in Figure 7.5 serves to emphasize how important accurate motion estimation is

at a frame-to-frame scale in order to avoid camera drift over long trajectories.

» [x3d] = findTriangulationLM(X1, X2, P1, P2, K1, K2);

» [scale,P3scaled] = findScaleLinear(P3,x3d,X2,X3);

7.2.5 Camera Pose and Structure Optimization

The process of optimizing the camera pose is commonly known as Bundle Adjustment

[21] and it involves the refinement of the motion estimate using a numerical iterative ap-

proach. This procedure is typically performed through the minimization of a cost func-

tion. As we discussed in Chapter 3, many of the state-of-the-art approaches rely heavily

on solving large numerical optimization schemes to obtain accurate camera poses. We

however approach the problem in two stages. First we estimate the camera-to-camera

displacement as accurately as possible, including nonlinear optimization. Then we ap-

ply optimization to the complete ensemble of camera positions (though as we showed

in Chapter 5, this is not always necessary).
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Figure 7.5: Black pyramids: representation of the position of cameras 1, 2 and 3 before
scale adjustment. Grey pyramid: camera 3 after scale adjustment. Firstly, the relative dis-
placement between cameras 1 and 2 is computed using, for instance, the 8-point algorithm.
This yields a scale free motion of camera 2 with respect to camera 2. Then the displacement
of camera 3 with respect to camera 2 is calculated. This yields a scale free displacement
represented as the black pyramid in camera 3. Those two camera displacements are on a
different scale. We set the reference scale as 1 for the first camera displacement and the
scale of the second camera displacement between cameras 2 and 3 is computed, resulting
in the scale adjusted position of camera 3 represented as the grey pyramid.

Local Optimization

FIT3D provides the functionality to refine the motion estimate of a camera and its

camera calibration matrix given a set of matching features and the previous camera

motion estimate. This procedure is described in detail in Chapter 4. In this example

we iteratively refine the second camera pose and internal parameters to minimize the

sum of reprojection error in the first and second camera. P1 is assumed to be at

[I|0]. Since the 8-point algorithm already delivers a good estimation, the optimization

typically converges in 1 or 2 iterations. Results are shown in figure 7.6.

» [P2refined,K2refined] = bundleAdjust(P2,X1,X2,K2);
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Figure 7.6: Reprojection error (as the sum of squared distances between the reprojected
points and the original image features) during local refinement. After only two iterations
the error is close to a minimum, making the procedure very efficient.

Global Optimization

As discussed in Chapter 4, there is a multitude of variants on designing the function

to minimize in a global optimization scheme. We provide an alternative method to

minimize the sum of square distances of corresponding reconstructed 3D points.

For this example we employ a particularly noisy setup where camera motions and scale

are poorly estimated. Given the errors in the reconstructed structure, we apply our

global refinement scheme to obtain an improved reconstruction and more accurate cam-

era positions. Results are shown in figure 7.7 where 4 images record a small alley.

» [Psrefined] = bundleAdjustNFrames3D( threeFrameMatches, Ks, Ps, iterations, maxDistance);

7.2.6 Primitive Fitting and Texturing

Throughout our work (see Chapters 4 and 6) we employ a RANSAC based approach

to fit planar polygons to a set of 3D points. We employ this technique to find planes

iteratively that are used for modeling or gravity estimation. This procedure is flexible

and robust and can easily cope with very large sets of points.

In this example we use the data set of a small alley to find planar patches in the 3D

point cloud (see Figure 7.8). Each planar patch is assigned a different color. Then the

most frontal view is used to texture the resulting set of planes. A complete description

of the method employed is presented in Chapter 4. PMVS2 was employed to obtain a

dense reconstruction for comparison.
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Figure 7.7: TOP: Images used to obtain a scaled consistent motion. BOTTOM-LEFT:
resulting 3D structure before optimization. BOTTOM-RIGHT: resulting structure after
global optimization. The originally estimated position of the cameras (before optimization)
was altered to produce a noisy pointcloud.

» [planes] = fitPlanesRANSAC( X3D, minPoints, maxPlanes, ransacThreshold, ransacIterations);

7.2.7 Full Reconstruction Pipeline

FIT3D implements all the small tasks that are required during the 3D reconstruction

process. In the previous sections we have seen how some of these tasks are solved with

a couple of simple commands. All these can be combined into a single pipeline where

the reconstruction of an urban area can be obtained. In this procedure, we follow the

reconstruction pipeline as discussed in Chapter 4. For simplicity and because it is out

of the scope of the toolbox, we assume that a calibration matrix K has been obtained

with the Matlab Calibration Toolbox of Bouguet [32].

7.2.7.1 Camera Pose Estimation

Having obtained the calibration parameters and undistorted images, we proceed to

compute the scale free poses of the camera. Figure 7.9 shows some undistorted views

of an urban area. Two scripts are required for obtaining the relative camera poses.

Firstly, the SIFT features are calculated for all cameras. Secondly, these features are

used to compute the relative camera poses using the 8-point algorithm and a nonlinear
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Figure 7.8: TOP-LEFT: Colored point cloud. TOP-RIGHT: Set of planar patches found
with the RANSAC approach. BOTTOM-LEFT: Colored set of planar patches. BOTTOM-
RIGHT: Dense reconstruction using PMVS2

local refinement step. The resulting camera trajectory (see Figure 7.10) is scale free

and therefore a reconstruction cannot yet be obtained. All the details of the function

calls can be found in the help and the example scripts.

Figure 7.9: A few undistorted views of a street.

» [F,Files] = getSIFT(strcat(install_path,’MotionEstimationexamplesdataFloriandeSet1img’),8,1,’VL_FEAT’);

» [Fplus, PcamPlus, PcamX, FplusExtra,KBA] = computeCameraMotion(’VL_FEAT’,F, 0.4, 1, 2500, K, 8, true,

’8pts’, 0.001, 500);
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7.2.7.2 Scale Estimation

After the relative camera poses have been estimated using the 8-point algorithm, we

obtain the relative scale. This yields a scale consistent set of camera poses that can be

used for reconstruction.

» [PcamScaled,pts,scales] = adjustScaleWith3Frames(Fplus,PcamX,K,10,’linear’, 1);

7.2.7.3 Reconstruction and Modeling

The first step in the modeling process is obtaining the 3D reconstruction of the SIFT

features obtained in all the images. This is achieved by linear triangulation of all the

features contained in consecutive images (see Figure

» MAP = build3dcMap(Fplus,PcamScaled,K,1,30,false,true,false,300,0.1,100,500,50,50,5,1);

Figure 7.10: Triangulated SIFT features and scale consistent camera trajectory. The
images are shown in the computed position.

However, this set of points in space is sparse and difficult to interpret. It also contains

empty spaces in areas where no features were found, for instance in the windows and

doors. We can apply the modeling methods described in Chapter 4. We employ a

RANSAC approach to find planar patches in the point cloud (see Figure 7.11 - TOP).

After a number of planes have been found, the most frontal view is used to texture
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the patches, obtaining a more visually appealing and rich model (see Figure 7.11 -

BOTTOM).

The modeling procedure requires setting a number of parameters. For a complete

explanation of the parameters, please consult the documentation provided with the

toolbox.

» MAP = build3dcMap(FplusExtra,PcamScaled,K,Files,distanceFromCamera,plotImagesInSpace,

plotPointCloud,fitPlanes,nofPlanes,planeThreshold,density,closestNPoints,minPoints,ransacIterations,

maxDistance,startFrame);

Figure 7.11: TOP: Colored planar patches.BOTTOM: Textured patches.

7.3 Conclusion

In this Chapter we have presented some of the functionality of our FIT3D Toolbox for

3D reconstruction from a set of ordered images. We believe that FIT3D fills a gap in the
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set of research tools that will help other scientist and students develop and apply their

methods and techniques in a more global context. FIT3D allows them to obtain a full 3D

model with little effort during integration. As compared to other relevant tools, FIT3D

presents a set of novel approaches for both robust monocular visual pose estimation

and refinement by point cloud distance minimization. Even though FIT3D provides

functionality for global refinement, the robust pose estimation techniques employed are

in most cases sufficient and do not require the global refinement step. This is clearly

demonstrated in Chapter 5 where after computing the scale consistent poses of a camera

moving around a building block, the error at the end of the trajectory is below 0.5%..

Only for those more difficult data sets does it need to be applied. Also, FIT3D is

provided in an educative format where special care has been taken in building Matlab

functions that are easy to use and understand. Along with the toolbox a set of example

scripts and data sets are provided.

The first release of FIT3D implements the first 5 steps of the reconstruction pipeline

as described in Chapter 4. A future version of FIT3D will also implement the novel

methods for estimating the scale optimally as discussed in Chapter 5 and the semantic

modeling techniques described in Chapter 6. While maintaining the educational point

of view and the flexibility of the toolbox, the goal is to construct a increasingly versatile

set of visual geometry tools to aid the computer vision scientists and students.
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